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We propose a method of sampling regular and irregular-grid volume data for visual-
ization. The method is based on the Metropolis algorithm that is a type of Monte Carlo
technique. Our method enables ‘importance sampling’ of local regions of interest in the
visualization by generating sample points intensively in regions where a user-specified
transfer function takes the peak values. The generated sample-point distribution is in-
dependent of the grid structure of the given volume data. Therefore, our method is
applicable to irregular grids as well as regular grids. We demonstrate the e!ectiveness
of our method by applying it to regular cubic grids and irregular tetrahedral grids with
adaptive cell sizes. We visualize volume data by projecting the generated sample points
onto the 2D image plane. We tested our sampling with three rendering models: an X-ray
model, a simple illuminant particle model, and an illuminant particle model with light-
attenuation e!ects. The grid-independency and the e"ciency in the parallel processing
mean that our method is suitable for visualizing large-scale volume data. The former
means that the required number of sample points is proportional to the number of 2D
pixels, not the number of 3D voxels. The latter means that our method can be easily
accelerated on the multiple-CPU and/or GPU platforms. We also show that our method
can work with adaptive space partitioning of volume data, which also enables us treating
large-scale/complex volume data easily.

Keywords: Metropolis sampling; importance sampling; volume visualization; grid-
independent sampling; regular/irregular grid; adaptive space partitioning.
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Fig. 1. Sample points generated by our method for the 301"324"56 lobster (regular-grid data).

1. Introduction

Direct volume rendering is widely used to extract useful information from various
kinds of volume data, e.g., medical data, fluids, and energy distribution. To render
(i.e., visualize) volume data, we need to generate sample points that represent the
entire data set.

For cubic regular grids, the sample-point distribution is usually made uni-
form over the whole grid space. In rendering with object-order approaches such
as splatting1 or cell projection2,3, we can regard the regularly allocated voxels
or cubes themselves as sample points. In an image-order approach such as ray
casting4,5 sample points are generated at regular intervals along each ray.

For irregular grids, in which the shapes and/or sizes of volume cells are non-
uniform, it is not a trivial task to define a proper sample-point distribution. The
simplest way is to adopt a uniform sample-point distribution just as for the regular
grids. However, the distance between neighboring sample points should be as small
as the width of the smallest cell, so that every cell is sampled without missing it.
However, by doing this, we may generate many unnecessary sample points, resulting
in an increased rendering time. Another way is to generate sample points adaptively
according to a voxel (grid-point) distribution. In the object-order approach, we can
use voxels themselves as sample points. More intelligent approaches based on the
octree subdivision of grid space are also possible6. In the image-order approach, we
can trace rays through volume cells, and we use the ray-cell intersection points or
the midpoints of ray segments in the cells as sample points7.

As described above, a sample-point distribution is usually decided either uni-
formly or based on a voxel distribution. In this paper, we propose a method to
distribute sample points according to a density function that is obtained by de-
forming the given volume data based on a user-specified ‘transfer function’. Our
method thus enables ‘importance sampling’ of local regions where the transfer func-
tion takes peak values. Such regions are usually of interest in visualizing volume
data. To realize such a sample-point distribution, we use the Metropolis algorithm8,
which is known as an e!cient Monte Carlo technique in chemistry, physics, and
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other fields. It is worth noting that the Metropolis algorithm is also suitable for
parallel processing. We will demonstrate that the rendering speed increases almost
linearly as the number of processors increase.

It should be noted here that the sample-point distribution realized by our
method is independent of voxel distribution. This means that the sample-point
distribution is independent of a given grid structure. Therefore, our method is ap-
plicable to irregular grids as well as to regular grids. In this paper, we demonstrate
the e"ectiveness of our method by applying it to adaptive tetrahedral grids9, in
which the sizes of the tetrahedral cells are not uniform.

The above-mentioned grid-independency, as well as the e!ciency in the parallel
processing, means that our method is suitable for visualizing large-scale volume
data. Suppose that we render volume data with size N3. The grid-independency
means that we need not traverse all the N3 voxels, being di"erent from the classical
methods such as the ray casting4,5 or splatting1. (The classical methods can be
accelerated10 such that the calculational time is proportional to N2 log N .) In fact
the number of Monte Carlo averages that are calculated in our method is identical
to the number of pixels, which means that the number of required sample points is
proportional to N2. Therefore our method becomes more advantageous for large-
scale data, moreover, enabling their importance sampling of the regions of interest.

Our method can generate high-density sample points intensively in the re-
gions of interest. We use such ‘adaptive high-density points’ for volume rendering,
which di"ers from the classical object-order approaches such as splatting1 or cell
projection2,3. We render (visualize) the volume data e"ectively by projecting the
adaptively distributed sample points onto the 2D image plane. Fig.1 shows sample
points generated by our method. In the 301!324!56 regular-grid space, a portion
of the lobster is sampled intensively.

We also show that our method can work with adaptive space partitioning of
volume data. We divide the whole space into small regions properly, analyzing local
complexity of volume data. Then we can execute reliable sampling for each small
portion of the data, which enables us to treat large-scale data easily.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we explain the basic
concept of our method. In Section 3, we explain the idea of local sampling based
on adaptive space partitioning. In Section 4, we apply our method to regular-grid
and irregular-grid data. Section 5 is the concluding section.

Related works

Csébfalvi and Szirmay-Kalos proposed “Monte Carlo volume rendering”11. In their
method, a voxel is randomly selected, and then sample points are generated locally
around the voxel. (Their way of sampling is similar to the interleaved sampling12,
which was proposed to reduce inter-pixel aliasing.) The generated sample points
are projected onto the image plane. Then, the number of points projected into
each pixel is simply counted, and the normalized pixel color (pixel intensity) is
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made proportional to the number. This method enables importance sampling of
the regions around the peaks of the transfer function, as does our method. The
concept of this method is interesting, and our study was inspired by it. However, it
is not a trivial job to apply the method to general irregular grids, since it assumes
a uniform cubic distribution of voxels. The luminosity of sample points, i.e., the
particle luminosity, is not considered, either.

Recently, Koyamada et al. proposed a new idea of particle-based volume ren-
dering using a Monte Carlo technique13,14. In their method, fully opaque particles
should be generated with a proper Monte Carlo technique as preprocessing. Once
the particles are generated, they are projected onto the image plane to make a
rendered image. Particle occlusion and sub-pixel/ensemble averaging realize the
semi-transparent e"ects. It is also possible and interesting to apply our method
and ideas proposed in this paper for the particle generation.

2. Metropolis Sampling and Rendering

2.1. Transfer function and density function

For the sampling of volume data, we utilize the Metropolis algorithm8, which can
rapidly generate points according to a given continuous density function !(x). Our
sampling method is applicable to either regular-grid or irregular-grid data, once a
continuous !(x) is defined. The functional form of !(x) is decided as follows.

First, we map (deform) given discrete volume data (voxel values) to proper scalar
values by using a user-specified transfer function. It is to highlight the regions of
interest by amplifying the focusing voxel values and also making the unnecessary
voxel values reduce/vanish. Next, we define !(x) by interpolating the mapped scalar
values. In this paper, we mainly adopt the standard trilinear interpolation for reg-
ular cubic grids, and the barycentric interpolation15,9 for tetrahedral (irregular)
grids. But any interpolation, which defines a continuous functional form of !(x), is
available.

Fig.2 is an example of the transfer function that highlights regions of volume
data between 100 and 150. By tuning position/width of the peak, we can select
regions to be highlighted.

2.2. Metropolis sampling of volume data

Once a functional form of !(x) is decided, we can generate sample points, following
the prescription of the Metropolis algorithm, as follows, starting from an arbitrary
initial position x0:

• Step 1: Calculate !(xi) for the current (ith generated) sample-point posi-
tion, xi.

• Step 2: Generate a new trial position, x!, which is chosen randomly inside
the grid space, and calculate !(x!).
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Fig. 2. Transfer function to highlight regions of volume data between 100 and 150.

• Step 3: Calculate the ratio of !(x!) to !(xi), i.e.,

W (xi " x!) # !(x!)/!(xi) . (1)

• Step 4: If W (xi " x!) $ 1, accept x! as an updated sample-point position,
xi+1, and go back to Step 1. Otherwise, go on to Step 5.

• Step 5: Generate a uniform random number R % [0, 1], and determine
xi+1 as below.

xi+1 =

!
"

#

x! if W (xi " x!) $ R

xi otherwise
. (2)

Then go back to Step 1.

The description of Step 2 should be supplemented with three additional rules
for generating the trial sample-point position x!:

• Rule 1: The trial sample-point position x! is generated by adding a random
vector #xi to the current sample-point position xi:

x! = xi +#xi , #xi = "(#i
x, #i

y, #i
z) , (3)

where #i
x, #i

y, and #i
z are independent uniform random numbers in a range

[&1, 1], and " is a positive constant to decide the average sampling width.
We choose " = 5.

• Rule 2: If x! generated according to Rule 1 is outside the grid space, we
abandon it. Instead we randomly select a voxel position where a non-zero
scalar value of ! is assigned, and we use the position as x!.

• Rule 3: We sometimes add an e"ect of ‘random jump’ to the sampling.
Namely, once in dozens of sampling steps, we randomly select a voxel po-
sition where a non-zero scalar value of ! is assigned, and we adopt it as x!

as in Rule 2. This rule should not be applied too frequently, so that it does
not influence the final sample-point distribution significantly. For example,
once in every 30 sampling steps seems to be an appropriate frequency.
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Let us explain the meanings of the above rules one by one.
Rule 1 is the tuning of the average sampling width ". We choose " = 5, which

is su!ciently larger than the minimal cell size. For e!ciency of sampling, " '
(several) ! (minimum cell size) seems to be an appropriate choice.

Rule 2 describes the ‘boundary condition’. Rule 1 makes the sample-point posi-
tion update by adding the random vector #xi recursively. Then x! sometimes steps
out of the grid space. In such an exception, we need another rule to redefine x!. For
sampling e!ciency, we randomly select a voxel position, where a non-zero scalar
value of ! is assigned, as x!. This increases the ratio that x! is accepted. Rule 2
can be executed quickly by preparing a table of voxels with non-zero scalar values
beforehand as preprocessing.

Finally, Rule 3 describes the ‘random jump’ to guarantee sampling of the whole
grid space. If the grid space has more than one disconnected regions with non-
zero !(x), and !(x) vanishes in the intermediate regions, then the sample-point
position x may not travel from one non-zero-!(x) region to another. This is because
the ‘otherwise’ of Step 5 is realized in the intermediate regions where !(x) = 0.
Fortunately this problem can be solved by sometimes making the sample-point
position jump randomly in the grid space. Rule 3 is also e"ective for accelerating
sampling, even if there are not disconnected non-zero-!(x) regions.

In Fig.3, we show an example of sampling 301 ! 324 ! 56 lobster (regular-grid
data). The 0.1M (million) sample points generated are plotted three-dimensionally.
The original volume data are directly interpolated with the trilinear interpolation
to define a continuous density function !(x), not applying the transfer function.
The sample-point distribution shown in Fig.3 coincides with the distribution of the
voxel values in the original volume data.

Fig. 3. Sample points generated by our method for the 301"324"56 lobster (regular-grid data).
The original volume data are directly interpolated to define a continuous density function !(x).

Fig.1 shows a similar sample-point distribution in the case when the transfer
function of Fig.4 is applied. This transfer function works as a low-cut filter, and
sample points are generated only in the region of the lobster.
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Fig. 4. The transfer function used to create Fig.1 (low-cut filter).

We show another example of the Metropolis sampling in Fig.5 (left). The 0.1M
sample points generated for the 2563 tornado are plotted three-dimensionally. In
the sampling the transfer function in the right figure is applied. We can clearly
see that the core part of the tornado is intensively sampled with the e"ect of the
transfer function.

Fig. 5. Left: sample points generated by our method for the 2563 tornado (regular-grid data).
Right: The transfer function used in the sampling.

As shown in the above, we can control the sample-point distribution with the
transfer function, being independent of a grid structure of volume data.

2.3. Determination of pixel colors

A volume-rendering image can be created by projecting sample points onto the
image plane, i.e., the 2D pixel space, and determining the pixel colors with a proper
prescription1,2,3,11,16. In this paper, utilizing the sample points generated by our
Metropolis sampling, we test three rendering models to determine the pixel colors.

2.3.1. X-ray model

In this rendering model, the number of sample points projected into each pixel
is simply counted, and the number directly determines its pixel color (pixel
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intensity)11. A normalized pixel color is made proportional to the number of points
projected into the pixel. The explicit expression of the determined color for the pth
pixel, C(X)

p , is as follows:

C(X)
p =

Np Imax

Nmax
, (4)

where Np is the number of sample points projected into the pth pixel, Nmax is its
maximum among all pixels on the image plane, and Imax is the maximum intensity,
e.g., Imax = 255.

In the X-ray model, an image of the density function !(x) directly determines
the pixel colors. Therefore, it can visualize distribution of the original volume data
straightforwardly. The e"ects of particle luminosity are not taken into account.

2.3.2. Simple illuminant particle model

In this rendering model, we regard the sample points as ‘illuminant particles’. To
each particle at position x, we assign an illuminant color (illuminant intensity) that
is identical to !(x). Then we project the particle into a pixel on the image plane.
In each pixel, we calculate an average of the illuminant colors of the projected
particles, and identify it with the pixel color. The color of the pth pixel, C(A)

p , is
determined as

C(A)
p =

c̃(A)
p Imax

c̃(A)
max

, c̃(A)
p =

1
Np

Np$

j=1

!(x(p)
j ) , (5)

where c̃p
(A) is an unnormalized color of the pth pixel, c̃(A)

max is its maximum among
all pixels, and x(p)

j is a 3D position of the jth particle projected into the pth pixel.
Since our Metropolis sampling generates high-density sample points around the

peaks of !(x), 3D regions with high !(x) make a major contribution to the pixel
colors of Eq.(5). The unnormalized color c̃p

(A) is nothing other than the Monte Carlo
average of !(x) along the ray passing though the pth pixel. Since the theoretical
averaging weight is also !(x), c̃p

(A) is equivalent to
%

!2d$/
%

!d$ with $ a coordinate
along the ray. This integration can be approximated to (

%
!d$)2/

%
!d$ =

%
!d$,

which is the line integration of ! along the ray. Therefore, the simple illuminant
particle model should produce images similar to those by the conventional ray-
casting rendering without opacity accumulation.

2.3.3. Illuminant particle model with light-attenuation e!ects

This rendering model, which we propose here, is similar to the above model. But
light-attenuation e"ects are taken into account. The ‘weighted average’ is intro-
duced such that light coming from deep inside the volume data gives less contribu-
tion to the pixel colors. This realizes an e"ect similar to the opacity accumulation
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in the ray-casting rendering without necessity of the depth sort of the particles
(sample points). The color of the pth pixel, C(W)

p , is determined as

C(W)
p =

c̃(W)
p Imax

c̃(W)
max

, c̃(W)
p =

&Np

j=1 wp(z
(p)
j )!(x(p)

j )
&Np

j=1 wp(z
(p)
j )

, (6)

where z(p)
j is the z component of x(p)

j , and we choose a proper coordinate system
such that the particles are projected in the z direction. The weight function wp(z)
is defined by

wp(z) =
a

(z(p)
max & z)2 + a

, (7)

where a is a positive constant to control the rapidity of light attenuation, and z(p)
max

is the maximum z of the non-zero-!(x) region. For each pixel, z(p)
max is calculated and

stored beforehand as preprocessing, which can be executed quickly by traversing
original voxel values and then by making the proper interpolation if necessary. In
Fig.6, we illustrate the prescription of this rendering model schematically. (Zhou
and Garland16 proposed a similar way of the weighted average in their point-based
volume rendering. But their zmax is constant for all the pixels.)

Fig. 6. Schematic illustration of the illuminant particle model with light-attenuation e!ects. z(p)
max

may be di!erent in each pixel.

The above weight function wp(z) takes its maximum value 1 for z = z(p)
max, i.e.,

on the boundary of the non-zero-!(x) region. Therefore this rendering model tends
to visualize intensively regions near the volume surfaces. For the same reason as
before, this rendering model also produces images similar to those by the ray-casting
rendering (with the opacity accumulation).

2.4. Parallel processing

Our method is suitable for the parallel processing with multiple CPUs. The method
is easily parallelized based on the simple master-slave model as follows:
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(1) Each slave process executes the Metropolis sampling and the sample-point pro-
jection independently.

(2) Each slave process sends the following 2D information to the master process,
and the master process finalizes calculation of the pixel colors.

• In the X-ray model, Np is gathered.
• In the simple illuminant particle model, Np and

&Np

j=1 !(x(p)
j ) are gathered.

• In the illuminant particle model with light-attenuation e"ects,
&Np

j=1 wp(z)
and

&Np

j=1 wp(z)!(x(p)
j ) are gathered.

Note that the inter-process communication occurs only in the second step, i.e.,
at the end of creating an image. Therefore, most of the computation can be executed
independently, which leads to e!cient parallelization.

3. Local Sampling with Adaptive Space Partitioning

3.1. Necessity of local sampling

For large-scale volume data, it is often di!cult to read the whole data into a single
main memory at one time. Our Metropolis sampling also works well in such a case.
We read each small portion of large data, which corresponds to a local sub-region
of the volume space, and execute the sampling one by one. The generated sets of
sample points are simply merged to execute the point rendering.

For the above rendering strategy, however, we need to divide volume data
into proper small portions. Existing methods of the Monte-Carlo-based volume-
rendering adopt the ‘cell-by-cell sampling’11,14. They use cubic or tetrahedral cells
of the volume-data grid as sampling units. The cell-by-cell sampling enables us to
treat large data. But cells of the original volume-data grid are not always the best
sampling units. They are often too small to achieve the best e!ciency.

We can adopt larger sampling units to improve the e!ciency. But improper
space partitioning causes boundary artifacts between the sampling units, visualizing
unwanted pseudo structures (see Figs.16(a) and 17(a)). It is because the number
of sample points, which is generated within a sampling unit, may not be enough
to express complex local structures. For reliable local sampling, each sampling unit
should have simple volume data in it.

In this section, we propose a new method of the cell-by-cell sampling. It is based
on the volumetric MPU17 which we recently proposed. In the method, sampling
units are called ‘MPU cells’. Thy are created though adaptive space partitioning,
and usually larger than cells of the original volume-data grid. Within each MPU
cell, volume data have a simple structure.

3.2. Volumetric MPU

The volumetric MPU17 is our volumetric extension of the original MPU method18

for surface reconstruction. The volumetric MPU approximates discrete voxel data
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with a C2-continuous scalar field defined in the whole space. This scalar field is
constructed by smoothly connecting local quadratic fitting functions, which is easily
realized by superposing the fitting functions with compact-support weight functions
multiplied.

In the volumetric MPU, we recursively execute the octree space partitioning
of the whole space. The space partitioning is repeated until every leaf node has
su!ciently simple volume data, namely, until it can be fitted by a quadratic function
with required precision. The local fitting functions assigned to the leaf nodes are
used to create the C2-continuous global fitting scalar field. The created intermediate
and leaf nodes, which have 3D rectangular shapes of adaptive sizes, are called the
‘MPU cells’. Fig.7 illustrates how the MPU cells and the local fitting functions are
created. Our proposal is to use the MPU cells as the sampling units.

Fig. 7. Creation of the MPU cells and the local fitting functions with octree space partitioning

3.3. Adaptive Metropolis sampling in units of MPU cells

We execute the local Metropolis sampling within each MPU cell, namely adopting
the MPU cells as the sampling units. The C2-continuous scalar field created with
the volumetric MPU is used as the density function !(x). For each MPU cell, we
can adaptively tune sampling parameters, e.g., the random vector #xi in Eq.(3).
Fig.8 illustrates such adaptive sampling. The #xi is made smaller in small MPU
cells and larger in large MPU cells.

Our Metropolis sampling aims at generating sample points whose density is
proportional to the interpolated scalar field !(x). It means that the number of
sample points generated in the ith MPU cell, Ni, should be proportional to the
integral of !(x) in the cell. Under the assumption that !(x) does not change rapidly
inside one MPU cell, Ni is expressed as follows:

Ni = C

'

!i

!(x)d3x ( C!̄iVi . (8)
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Here C is a normalization factor common to all the MPU cells. And $i, Vi, and !̄i

are cell area, cell volume, and a central scalar value of the ith MPU cell, respectively.
The normalization factor C is determined by giving the total number of the sample
points Nall (=

&
i Ni) as an input parameter:

C =
Nall&
i !̄iVi

. (9)

Fig. 8. Adaptive Metropolis sampling in units of the MPU cells.

Note that we need not use ‘leaf’ MPU cells as the sampling units. Namely, we
can use larger MPU cells of smaller depths in the octree. We traverse the octree
and select the largest MPU cells that satisfy a proper threshold precision of the
local fitting functions defined there. This precision can be less strict than the one
to determine the leaf MPU cells, where the final set of the local fitting functions is
stored and used to create the global C2-continuous scalar field.

4. Experiments

In this section, we apply our Metropolis sampling described in Sections 2 and 3 to
various volume data and demonstrate its e"ectiveness. We also compare the results
of applying the three rendering models described in Section 2.3.

4.1. Application to regular-grid data

We have applied our Metropolis sampling to regular-grid volume data of human
foot. See Fig.9.

With the X-ray model (Fig.9(a)), the density function !(x) directly determines
pixel colors. Therefore, by using a linear transfer function, we can investigate the
distribution of the original volume data (voxel values) straightforwardly. The larger
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voxel values are, the more they contribute to make their corresponding pixel bright.
For example, in Fig.9(a), we can see that the central part is brightest, and so the
voxel values should be largest there. In Fig.10, we show another image of the lobster
data created with the X-ray model. We can see distribution of the original volume
data (scalar values) clearly.

With the simple illuminant particle model (Fig.9 (b)), the whole regions are vi-
sualized more clearly. An image similar to the ray-casting rendering without opacity
accumulation e"ects are obtained as expected.

With the illuminant particle model with light-attenuation e"ects (Fig.9 (c)),
surface regions of the foot are visualized more clearly. See the central part of the
foot bone. An image similar to the ray-casting rendering with opacity accumulation
e"ects are obtained as expected.

Fig. 9. Rendering of the 161 " 321 " 129 foot (regular grid) with 10M sample points and image
resolution of 161 " 321: (a) X-ray model, (b) simple illuminant particle model, (c) illuminant
particle model with light-attenuation e!ects (a = 300). A transfer function similar to Fig.4 is used
as a low-cut filter with the threshold value 55.

Fig. 10. Rendering of the 301"324"56 lobster (regular grid) with 10M sample point and image
resolution of 301 " 324. The X-ray model is used.

Table 4.1 summarizes computation time for creating images of the 301!324!56
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Table 4.1 Computational time for sampling + rendering.
Rendering Lobster Foot Tornado

model (5M points) (10M points) (10M points)
X-Ray 3.2 (sec) 7.4 (sec) 7.8 (sec)

Simple Illuminant 3.3 (sec) 7.6 (sec) 8.0 (sec)
Illum. with light attenuation 3.5 (sec) 8.0 (sec) 8.7 (sec)

lobster, the 2563 tornado, and the 161!321!129 foot. The time is measured in our
PC with a Pentium Xeon 3.0 GHz processor and 2.0 GB memory. The time includes
both sampling and rendering time. No hardware acceleration is used here. A few or
several seconds are enough to create an image of the same XY resolutions as the
volume data. (We can accelerate the sampling with the GPGPU approach19. Our
preliminary results show that the sampling becomes at least several times faster.)

Fig.11 shows computation speeds in the parallel processing. The measurements
are done in creating images of the 301 ! 324 ! 56 lobster (squares) and the
477!477!133 lobster (diamonds) each with 50M sample points. The computation
speeds (inverses of the computation time) are plotted for the increasing number of
slave processes. The speed increases almost linearly, reflecting independency of the
sampling in each slave process. In Fig.11, we can also see that the speed is indepen-
dent of the volume-data sizes. This is because the Metropolis algorithm makes the
sample-point position update based only on local evaluation of !(x). These prop-
erties suggest that our method is suitable for rendering large-scale volume data.

Fig. 11. Computation speeds for the increasing number of slave processes which run on Pentium
Xeon 2.4 GHz processors connected with Myrinet (regular-grid data).

The grid-independency of our sampling method also makes it suitable for visu-
alizing large-scale volume data. For volume data with size N3, our method requires
sample points proportional to N2, i.e., to the image resolution. It is because the
number of calculated Monte Carlo averages, which determine pixel colors, is noth-
ing but the number of pixels on the image plane. On the other hand, the classical
volume-rendering methods have to generate sample points proportional to N3, since
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their sampling is based on traversing 3D distribution of voxels. Fig.12 shows ren-
dering of volume data with di"erent data sizes. This figure proves that we can keep
the same image quality for the increasing data size by making the number of sample
points proportional to N2.

Fig. 12. Rendering volume data with di!erent data sizes. (The X-ray rendering model is
used.) The numbers of sample points are made proportional to those of pixels. The ratio
(the number of sample points)/(data size) is (a) 1.19, (b) 0.60, and (c) 0.30, respectively.

4.2. Application to irregular-grid data

We have also applied our Metropolis sampling to irregular-grid volume data. We
take tetrahedral grid data with adaptive cell sizes9. This adaptive grid is created
by properly eliminating parts of voxels from the original regular cubic grid, taking
account of local uniformity of the scalar values. Therefore, the voxel positions are
a subset of those in the original regular cubic grid.

In Fig.13 we show a tetrahedral mesh structure of the adaptive-grid data (foot)
to which we have applied our method. The standard barycentric interpolation is
used to define !(x). Note that our Metropolis sampling is applicable to irregular-
grid data without any di!culty, as long as we know the functional form of !(x).

In Fig.14 (left), we show an example of sampling the foot data of Fig.13. In the
figure, generated 0.1M sample points are plotted three-dimensionally. We can clearly
see that regions around the peaks of !(x) are intensively sampled independently of
the original irregular-grid structure. Fig.14 (right) shows the rendering result with
the simple illuminant particle model. We can see that the created image is almost
the same as Fig.9(b) for the regular grid data.

Fig.15 shows computation speeds in the parallel processing for the tetrahedral
adaptive grid data. The measurements are done in creating images of the foot of
Fig.13 and similar-size data of a human tooth. 10M sample points are generated for
each of the data. As in Fig.11 for regular-grid data, the computation speed increases
almost linearly, which means applicability of our method to large irregular-grid
data. It is quite beneficial, since volume rendering of irregular-grid data takes much
longer computation time than regular-grid data.
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Fig. 13. Mesh structure of the tetrahedral adaptive grid (foot).

Fig. 14. Sampling and rendering results for the adaptive-grid data of Fig.13 (foot). The original
volume data are directly interpolated with the barycentric method. Left: Generated sample points.
Right: rendering with the simple illuminant particle model (10M points).

Fig. 15. Computation speeds for the increasing number of slave processes which run on Pentium
Xeon 2.4 GHz processors connected with Myrinet (irregular-grid data).

4.3. Local sampling with adaptive space partitioning

We have applied our adaptive Metropolis sampling, which uses properly selected
MPU cells as the sampling units (see Section 3.3), to real volume data. We have
also compared the created images with those by uniform space partitioning, where
uniform rectangular areas larger than the original volume-grid cells are used as the
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sampling units. In the both ways of sampling, the C2-continuous scalar field created
with the volumetric MPU is used as !(x). The simple illuminant particle model is
used for rendering.

The experiments are done for volume data of 2563 skull (Fig.16) and 2563

aneurism (Fig.17). These are byte data with values between 0 and 255, and the
precisions to determine the leaf and the sampling-unit MPU cells are set to 1 and
50, respectively. For each volume data, totally 20M sample points are generated,
i.e., Nall = 20M.

Fig.16(a) shows a rendering result with the uniform space partitioning of the
scull data, in which the whole space is divided into 383 uniform cubic blocks.
Fig.17(a) shows a similar rendering result with the aneurism data with the uni-
form space partitioning, in which the whole space is divided into 633 uniform cubic
blocks. On the other hand, Figs.16(b) and 17(b) show rendering results with the
adaptive Metropolis sampling. In images created with the uniform space partition-
ing, we often see pseudo structures. See Fig.16(a) (especially the areas marked with
ovals) and the 17(a) (especially, e.g., the central part for which an enlarged view is
attached). On the other hand, our adaptive Metropolis sampling can create smooth
images (see Figs.16(b) and 17(b)).

The above experiments successfully demonstrate that our adaptive Metropolis
sampling realizes e!cient and reliable local sampling of volume data. Although the
experimental volume data used here are not very large, it is straightforward to
apply our method to larger data. It is because the method is based on the idea of
the cell-by-cell sampling14, and does not su"er from total sizes of volume data.

Fig. 16. Rendering of 2563 skull with (a) uniform space partitioning, (b) adaptive space parti-
tioning with the volumetric MPU.

5. Conclusions

We have proposed a method of sampling regular/irregular-grid volume data for
their visualization. The method is based on the Metropolis algorithm which realizes
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Fig. 17. Rendering of 2563 aneurism with (a) uniform space partitioning, (b) adaptive space
partitioning with the volumetric MPU.

importance sampling of regions of interest. Namely, the generated sample points are
distributed according to the scalar field !(x) that is defined using given volume data
and a user-specified transfer function. The sample-point distribution is independent
of a grid structure of given volume data, and so our method is applicable to irregular
grids as well as regular grids. We have demonstrated the e"ectiveness of our method
by applying it to both regular cubic grids and irregular tetrahedral grids.

The high-density sample points generated by our method are suitable for ren-
dering. We have successfully applied the generated sample points to the three ren-
dering models, i.e., the X-ray model, the simple illuminant particle model, and the
illuminant particle model with light-attenuation e"ects.

We have also proposed a new way of local sampling based on the adaptive space
partitioning using the volumetric MPU. Our experiments show that it leads to reli-
able sampling and higher-quality rendered images. We have also demonstrated that
our Metropolis sampling is suitable for parallel processing, realizing computation
speeds almost proportional to the number of processors. The grid-independency,
suitability to parallel processing, and the reliable local sampling allow us to apply
our method to visualize large-scale volume data.

Our possible future works will be to apply our method to larger scale medi-
cal/scientific volume data, using the GPGPU approach19.
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